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Green and black out in force on the water for Australia Day
We may not have brought home the prime bacon from the Sandy Bay Regatta but what a great way to spend
Australia Day. We edged so close to the outriggers in the final “grudge” race and have put them, and especially
our very own Paul Wilkinson, on notice that we intend wresting line honours from them in 2017. Read more
and see photos on Page 2.
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From page one

The regatta weather was perfect and the water conditions remarkably calm for Sandy Bay and the two Storms
crews made a colourful impact at Long Beach. And it was great so see Nanny Barb making a comeback.
The outriggers didn’t have it all their own way though. The outriggers capsized before the racing commenced
and again during their corporate races.
A close-range report from Robyn Hills and Jenny Smith on the starter’s pontoon has revealed that the hapless
corporate crew obeyed a command to “draw water” far too literally and their vessel promptly turned turtle.
The Storms’ milk container bailers were pressed into action and were swum out to the capsize site to
augment the bucket brigade in the deep and narrow outrigger hull.
Thanks to Roz and Janice for being the ground support and to Andrew for towing the boat trailer to Sandy
Bay.
The Sandy Bay Regatta Association was thrilled to have the dragon boats and outriggers along and hopes we
will return in 2017. Who knows, we might even have three crews next time.

Fingers crossed for grant application

Membership at all-time high

The club has submitted an application to Sport and
Recreation for a 50/50 grant to cover the cost of two
new boats and 40 new life jackets.

It was quite a sight on Sunday 31 January when THREE
Derwent Storms crews hit the water.

Jen Willing did the hard yards on this one, completing
numerous pages of detailed information and retrieving
a wad of supporting documents.
The necessity to modernise our fleet was highlighted
this year with both our older boats showing obvious
signs of wear and tear – mostly from being dragged on
and off the trailers.
The blue “Stormy” boats are having surgery over the
next week and hopefully this will be successful and
extend their lives a little longer.

Fortunately we were able to borrow Weedy
Seadragon from DATH and the men were able to
paddle an “all-boys” boat with Mike Percey at the
helm.
There were only a few spare seats in the two women’s
boats.
Storms is on a membership roll! As head coach Ali
Mourant noted it was indeed an historic occasion.
Welcome to our latest members Andrea Franklin,
Marion Mifsud, Barbara Smith and Chris Davies.

Dave Cross is investigating some canny ways to
protect the undercarriages of the boats but we all have
a care and maintenance responsibility. Please
remember to treat them gently and pay full attention
when launching, retrieving, washing and storing our
craft.
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Top: The Storms team at the State Championships
Above left: Ali and Donna adjust the race schedule
Above: Drip, drip, drip. Repairing earlier repairs to
the Blue Boat.
Left: Lyn and others were able to practise their TK1
steering in great conditions
Below: It was the first time Storms was able to boat
three women’s crews in the same event
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Triathlon South event provides insight into event organisation
It’s always interesting to observe how other clubs run events.
You can learn a lot about what works …. and what doesn’t!
The recent Triathlon South event at Seven Mile Beach was a
good example of how to do things efficiently and in good
humour using good gear and packing up on time.
Derwent Storms was hired to help organisers with setup,
timing, drink stations, checkpoints, the barbecue and finally
bump out at and we all learned a lot. With 137 competitors
in the water, on their bikes and finally running along the beach
it was full on.
We hit the ground running at around 7am setting up gazebos
and the registration area. Then it was down to the beach
with the deflated swimming buoys and a battery-operated leaf
blower to inflate them.

Team Stormers ready for the triathlon

Leonie M was keen to swim them out but realized she’d have
to manage the anchors and chains as well! Andrew was handy with the Texta, carefully etching competitor numbers
on muscled thighs and arms, while the rest of us filled goodie bags and checked registrations.
For some light relief Jen and Helen B went troppo with the watermelons while Martin wielded the machete and
sliced them up (the melons, not Jen and Helen) for competitor refreshment.

Melon girls Jen and Helen

It’s amazing what you can do with a battery-operated leaf blower

Gaylene and Helen replenished the drinks at the water station as competitors dashed past and Leonie “spotted”
competitor numbers for a very focused Angie who meticulously recorded times at their checkpoint.
Barbecue maestro Andrew never wants to see another fried sausage – ever – while Jane amused herself on the farflung checkpoint at the end of the beach urging on weary runners to complete the final leg of the event.
Pack up was seamless with all gear (and there was a lot, including heaps of metal bike racks) carefully and
methodically packed into a large covered trailer.
The event attracted competitors from interstate, regional Tassie and the south in several categories including
“enticer” (novice), juniors, men, women and veterans. Sponsors were numerous and there were lots of spot prizes.
It was great to provide reliable and useful assistance AND to receive $400 for our trouble: another donation for
the Storms new boats fund. Were any of the Storms team enticed to try a triathlon? Mmm, perhaps if there was a
kayak leg………
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Festive bowls hit a ‘jack high’
How good was our barefoot bowl Xmas barbecue? Even those who
didn’t hit the greens certainly brushed up on their bowls knowledge
and some are even contemplating getting in some practice should we
ever do another “roll up”.
Thanks to ‘Skip’ Brendan for his technique tutorials and for securing
the venue. It was a winner.
It was good to see some very young dragon boaters in the making
coming along proving that our sport can be a family occasion.
Daviepops proved he was a natural and Andrea P will have a hard
job keeping Marcus off the rink.
He got into the rhythm very easily. The ‘jack’ proved elusive for
most despite their best efforts and keen concentration to secure the
‘green line’ for a ‘toucher’. Most of us just ended ingloriously in the
ditch.
A Xmas paddle built up the
appetite for a wonderful selfcatering festive lunch

Thanks to the club for providing meat for the Barbie. Our dessert
and salad makers did us proud – so much better than caterers – and
who could beat the value for money ticket price!

Top left: Expertise on the sidelines from Joan, Ian, Dave and Mike. Top right:
Lots of encouragement from the peanut gallery - Helen R, Robyn and Annette.
Above left: Moira showed great style from the start. Above: A quietly confident
Helen B lines up with the jack. Right: Andrea F was on a winner.
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Injured Stormers
We wish our down but not out Stormers a speedy recovery
from their injuries.








James Dunbabin has had surgery on his wrist and is
on his way back.
Helen Gray has a new knee and we won’t see her
for a little while.
Matt Davies continues to nurse a nasty shoulder.
Janine Atkins is going back for “surgery seconds” on
her shoulder.
Penny Zucci is being oh so patient while her “frozen”
shoulder defrosts (slowly).
It’s great to have Dave Cross and Vicki Gibbon back
in the boat after their unscheduled ankle/leg injuries.
Robyn Hills is taking it easy this year to be kind to
her shoulder and other arthritic joints.

Dragon Boating
Calendar
February
20

4 Bridges Challenge

28 DATH Corporate
Regatta
March
23 – 27 Australian Dragon
Boat Championships,
Adelaide
May
15 Vogalonga (Venice)
June
12 Ord River paddle (NT)

Countdown to the big day
Thank you Stormers for your fantastic
support for the 4 Bridges.
With less than a week to go, the
steering committee is covering off on
last-minute tasks.
It has been a mammoth job but we are
all up to it and hopefully the club will
reap considerable benefits from
organizational and financial viewpoints.
A meeting will be held on Tuesday 16 February after our regular
paddling session for all those Stormers involved in 4 Bridges:
paddlers, boat handlers, support boat crews, catering team, on
ground crews etc. This is the time to ask your questions and
finalise your tasks.
There will be no club paddling sessions on the weekend of the 4 Bridges. Sunday 21
February is a back up day (in case of inclement weather) or clean up day after the
4 Bridges. The boats will need a good clean and equipment will need an overhaul. All
our boats (3) will then be available for all paddling sessions.
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